
Black belts (4th Dan) wishing to test for Master Black Belt (5th Dan) 
must meet the following minimum requirements 

  
Lessons & Training 
5 Years 
Grandmaster's Approval to begin Pre-Testing** 
 
Presentation & Attitude 
You must have a proper uniform, clean, and worn correctly. You must maintain a proper attitude. This is 
best reflected in arriving early, meditating, cleaning, warming up, and practicing quietly before your test. 
Loud talking, horseplay, and disrespect to fellow or senior students should be avoided. 
 
Forms 
Kong Sang Kun 
So Ho Yun 
Tai Jo Kwon 
Ban Wol 
Jah Un 
Bong Hyung 4 
(Requirements vary, be prepared to do any form you should know.) 
 
Techniques 
Tightening Ways 1 through 12 
Han Son Dae Ryun 
Seven Step Sparring 
 
Self-Defense 
Chung Bong Avoiding 1 through 6 
Find 50 techniques from the six new forms 
 
Practicals 
Techniques 1 through 10 with Knife 
 
Formals 
1-Step 1 through 7 
3-Step 1 through 7 
 
Hapkido 
1 through 10 with Knife 
 
Breaking 
Sudo Strike (1 Brick or Board) 
 
Sparring 
You must have the proper equipment for sparring. Remember that this is not a tournament - there will 
be no points given or winner declared. This is a chance to demonstrate technique. Intentionally hitting 
and hurting your partner will result in flunking your test. 
 



Written Test 
You will be expected to complete a written test. In addition, a short essay test on a topic by 
Grandmaster may be given. Please bring your own pencil. 
 
Thesis 
All candidates for Black Belt must submit a written thesis before they can receive their rank. This thesis 
is on a topic assigned by Grandmaster. In lieu of a written thesis, a significant body of work for the 
system may be considered. 
 
* Be advised; as an advanced rank student you are responsible for all previous requirements from prior 
rank testing. Although your exam will focus on the requirements stated above, you may be called on at 
any time to demonstrate techniques you should already know. 
** Pre-testing for Black Belt ranks is the normal procedure; you will take a complete exam "as though" it 
were your final test. Generally, two pre-tests are required - but Grandmaster may decide upon more 
than two or wave pre-testing all together. 


